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Numerical investigations of the flow normal to a flat plate with the thickness ratio (thickness/
height) of 0.02 have been carried out using three-dimensional large-eddy simulations (LESs).
The Reynolds number (Re) based on the height of the plate (H) is 1:5� 105. The plate corners
are rounded with the curvatures of two different radii, i.e. r¼ 0:01H and 0:005H. A low-
frequency unsteadiness is indicated in the flow patterns and the flow switches alternately
between the high and low drag regimes. This flow regime switch is more frequent in the sharp
corner case (r¼ 0:005H) than that in the smooth corner case (r¼ 0:01H). The sharp corners
complicate the flow pattern, increase the mean drag and the fluctuations of drag and lift forces
on the plate, as well as the kinetic energy in the near wake. The instantaneous drag force is
found to be reversely related to the instantaneous spanwise averaged recirculation length.
The pressure and friction force components, Reynolds-averaged statistics distributions and the
turbulent wake structures are also presented and discussed systematically.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A uniform incoming flow past a normal flat plate is one of the classical problems in fluid mechanics. This idealized bluff
body flow which is of great interest for a wide range of engineering applications, such as hydrodynamic loading on ship
stabilizers and heave damping plates in truss spar platforms. Many of these engineering applications are often subject to
high Reynolds number flows.

Several experimental studies have been performed for the flow past a flat plate. Most of them (Fage and Johansen, 1927;
Kiya and Matsumura, 1988; Leder, 1991; Lisoski, 1993; Mazharglu and Hacısevki, 1999; Amandolese et al., 2013) were carried out at
high Reynolds numbers (Re¼U1H=ν, where U1 is the free stream velocity, H is the height of the plate and ν is the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid), i.e. Re≳103. The only exception is themeasurements conducted by Dennis et al. (1993) for 5rRer20, where
the flow was found to remain symmetrical and stable. One of the earliest experiments was for the flow around a sharp-edged plate
with various flow incidence angles at Re¼ 1:5� 105 by Fage and Johansen (1927). The pressure distribution over the surface of the
plate wasmeasured with a Chattock tilting gauge, and the pressure on the back side of the plate was reported to be constant for the
flow normal to the plate. Moreover, at some specific points in the wake region, the speed was also measured by the hot wire
technique and analyzed in detail. In the last two decades, the velocity and Reynolds stress distributions for the flow normal to the
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plate were measured inwind tunnels and discussed systematically (see e.g. Kiya andMatsumura, 1988, Re¼ 2:3� 104; Leder, 1991,
Re¼ 2:8� 104; Mazharglu and Hacısevki, 1999, Re¼ 3:3� 104). The existence of saddle points in the flow field was demonstrated,
and the locations of the extremum values for the Reynolds stresses were reported to occur upstream of the saddle points (Leder,
1991). Lisoski (1993) investigated the wake structures for a high attack angle (87.5–901) plate at Re¼ 1� 103–1:25� 104 using
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) in a towing tank.

Numerous theoretical and numerical studies of the flow over a flat plate have been performed. In the early studies, the
flow was assumed to be two-dimensional (2-D). Tamada and Miyagi (1962) solved the 2-D Navier–Stokes (NS) equations
mathematically based on Oseen's approximation. A formula for the drag force coefficient was derived as
CD � πþ8Γð3=4ÞRe�3=4 (Γ is the gamma function) for Re40. By comparing their work with the experimental results, e.g.
Fage and Johansen (1927), it appears that their formula fails for large Re. Hudson and Dennis (1985) calculated the flow
normal to a plate at 0:1rRer20. The flow was assumed to be 2-D, viscous and incompressible. Dennis et al. (1993)
extended the work of Hudson and Dennis (1985) and carried out the numerical simulations for Re up to 100. Tamaddon-
Jahromi et al. (1994) carried out 2-D simulations using a Taylor–Galerkin/pressure-correction finite element algorithm for
Re¼ 126, 250 and 500. The Strouhal numbers (St¼ fH=U1, where f is the vortex shedding frequency) calculated in their
simulations agreed well with the experimental results by Taneda and Honji (1971). In et al. (1995) investigated numerically
the flow at various incidence angles to a flat plate for 0:1rRer30. A new method was developed to treat the singularity at
the tips of the plate analytically. Lasher (2001) simulated the 2-D blocked flow normal to a flat plate at Re¼ 32 200 using
four different versions of the k–ε turbulence model. The trend of the drag force varying with the blockage ratio was
successfully predicted by comparing with the experimental results by Takeuchi and Okamoto (1983). However, the drag
force was not correctly calculated. Recently, Najjar and Vanka (1995b) carried out 2-D direct numerical simulations (DNSs)
for the flow normal to a flat plate at 80rRer1000. The mean drag force was overpredicted by a factor of 1.6 compared
with the experimental results by Fage and Johansen (1927). Lisoski (1993) reported a similar overprediction of the drag force
based on his experiments and 2-D numerical simulations. Tian et al. (2013) calculated the flow normal to flat plates with
different thickness ratios (R¼ t=H¼ 0.05–1, where t is the thickness of the plate) by 2-D simulations. They pointed out that
three-dimensional (3-D) simulations should be adopted for the plates when Ro0:6. The first 3-D numerical simulation was
carried out by Najjar and Vanka (1995a). They compared 2-D and 3-D DNS results for a flat plate at Re¼ 1000, and large
discrepancies between 2-D and 3-D results for the drag coefficients and the vortex formation were reported. However, the
drag coefficients in the 3-D simulations agreed well with the experimental results. A low-frequency behavior, i.e. the flow
gradually varies between two different regimes: regime H (high drag) and regime L (low drag), was discussed systematically
through a 3-D DNS for the flow normal to a flat plate at Re¼ 250 by Najjar and Balachandar (1998). Narasimhamurthy and
Andersson (2009) calculated the turbulent wake behind a normal flat plate for Re¼ 750 using the DNS method. Wake
patterns, vortex structures, time-averaged pressure, velocity and Reynolds-stress distributions were presented in their
paper. More recently, some numerical studies about the fluid dynamics around a flat plate have also been carried out, see e.g.
Huang et al. (2014) and Hargreaves et al. (2014).

The drag force on a normal flat plate is significantly overestimated in 2-D simulations. However, accurate predictions of
the drag force are of great importance in engineering applications. For example, heave damping plates are installed on Spar
oil drilling and production platforms in order to increase the added mass of the platform and make sure that the natural
frequency in heave motion is below and outside the wave frequency range. If the force on the heave plates is overestimated,
the natural heave motion frequency of a Spar buoy will be underestimated accordingly. Thus, the real natural heave motion
frequency at sea may increase and approach the wave frequency range, and thus resulting in a large heave response.
Consequently this may lead to serious damages in the drill pipes, risers, anchor chains and onboard equipment. To the
authors' knowledge, all the 3-D numerical simulations were carried out at low Reynolds numbers, i.e. Re≲103. However, for
most real case applications, e.g. offshore structures at sea and vehicles in the air, the Reynolds number can easily reach high
values, e.g. Re¼ 105–108. Thus, 3-D numerical simulations of flow around a flat plate at high Reynolds numbers are required.

In this study, the 3-D flow past a normal flat plate with R¼0.02 at Re¼ 1:5� 105 is investigated using a large-eddy
simulation (LES) method. The choice of this Reynolds number is based on the possibility of comparing the results with the
experiments carried out by Fage and Johansen (1927) at the same Reynolds number. It should be noted that the cross-
sectional shapes of the plates are not constant in the previous studies: thin rectangles (see e.g. Fromm and Harlow, 1963;
Mazharglu and Hacısevki, 1999; Narasimhamurthy and Andersson, 2009; Tian et al., 2013), tapered sharp-edged plates (see
e.g. Fage and Johansen, 1927; Hudson and Dennis, 1985; Kiya and Matsumura, 1988; Leder, 1991; Dennis et al., 1993; Lisoski,
1993; Tamaddon-Jahromi et al., 1994; Lasher, 2001) and zero-thickness plates (see e.g. Tamada and Miyagi, 1962; In et al.,
1995; Najjar and Vanka, 1995a, 1995b; Najjar and Balachandar, 1998). In order to resolve the detailed flow structures around
the sharp edges of the plate tips, high grid resolution is required. However, this is not feasible due to the high Re simulations
in the present study. Therefore, the corners are rounded in order to avoid the sharp edges. Similar treatment of the corners
of a square cylinder has been employed in Zheng and Dalton (1999). Previous studies (Tao and Thiagarajan, 2003; Tao et al.,
2007) demonstrated that the corner radius of the oscillating plates has influences on the vortex shedding pattern and the
force coefficients of the plates. In order to study the effects of rounded curved edges on the flow field, the results of two
different curvatures will be compared and discussed in the present study.

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. The mathematical formulation and numerical methods are given
in Section 2. The computational overview, convergence and validation studies are presented in Section 3. The results and
discussion are described in Section 4. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
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2. Mathematical formulation and numerical methods

2.1. Mathematical formulation

Large-eddy simulation is used in the present study, in which large-scale motions are explicitly computed and small-scale
eddies are modeled with a subgrid scale (SGS) model in order to represent the effects of unresolved motions on the resolved
scales. A filtering is introduced to decompose the variable ϕ into the sum of a filtered component, ϕ and a subgrid scale
component, ϕ0, i.e. ϕ¼ ϕþϕ0. By applying the filtering operation to the NS equations for an incompressible flow, the filtered
NS equations can be expressed as follows:

∂ui

∂xi
¼ 0; ð1Þ

∂ui

∂t
þ ∂
∂xj

uiuj
� �¼ �1

ρ

∂p
∂xi

þν
∂2ui

∂xj∂xj
�∂τij
∂xj

; ð2Þ

where i, j¼1–3; x1, x2 and x3 denote the streamwise, cross-stream and spanwise directions, respectively; u1, u2 and u3 (or u,
v and w) are the corresponding resolved velocity components; ρ is the density of the fluid; p is the resolved pressure; t is the
time, and the subgrid stress τij is given by

τij ¼ uiuj �uiuj: ð3Þ
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) cannot be computed directly from Eqs. (1) and (2), thus τij must be

modeled in order to close the equations. The SGS model proposed by Smagorinsky (1963) is used in the present study, and τij
is written as

τij�
1
3
δijτkk ¼ �2νtSij; ð4Þ

where δij is the Kronecker delta; Sij ¼ 0:5ð∂ui=∂xjþ∂uj=∂xiÞ is the strain rate in the resolved velocity field; νt is the subgrid
eddy viscosity.

Using dimensional analysis, the eddy viscosity νt can be calculated by the following formula:

νt ¼ ðCsΔÞ2jSj; ð5Þ

where jSj ¼ ð2SijSijÞ1=2; the constant Cs¼0.2; Δ is the filter-width. In this study, the Van Driest damping function (Van Driest,
1956) is applied; Δ¼minfΔmesh; ðκ=CΔÞy½1�expð�nþ =Aþ Þ�g, where Δmesh is the cubic root of the mesh cell volume; κ¼0.41 is
the von Kármán constant; CΔ ¼ 0:158; Aþ ¼ 26; n refers to the shortest distance to the surface of the plate; nþ is the
nondimensional wall distance n, taken as nþ ¼ unn=ν, where un ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τ=ρ

p
is the wall friction velocity and τ is the shear stress.

Physically, the friction velocity at the stagnation point is zero. In the numerical simulations, the flow field is discretized with
volume elements. For one volume element, the friction velocity is either negative or positive, and the stagnation point refers
to the location where the interpolated friction velocity equals to zero.

2.2. Numerical methods

The open source Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code OpenFOAM is used here to solve the equations described in Section
2.1. OpenFOAM is mainly applied for solving problems in continuum mechanics. It is built based on the tensorial approach and
object oriented techniques (Weller et al., 1998). The PISO (Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators) scheme (pisoFoam) is used
in the present study. The spatial schemes for interpolation, gradient, Laplacian and divergence are linear, Gauss linear, Gauss linear
corrected and Gauss linear schemes, respectively. All these schemes are in second order. The second order Crank–Nicolson scheme
is used for the time integration. Further details of these schemes are given in OpenFOAM (2009).

3. Computational overview, convergence and validation studies

3.1. Computational overview

As shown in Fig. 1, the size of the computational domain in the streamwise (X), cross-stream (Y) and spanwise (Z) are
27.5H, 16H and ΔZ (which will be determined by the spanwise length convergence studies in Section 3.2), respectively, and
the origin of the coordinates is located at the center of the plate. Najjar and Balachandar (1998) and Narasimhamurthy and
Andersson (2009) have computed the flow around a flat plate with a domain size of 5H upstream, 20H downstream and 8H
in the two cross-stream directions. In the present study, the flow inlet boundary is located 7.5H upstream from the center of
the plate, and the flow outlet is located 20H downstream from the center of the plate. The top and bottom boundaries are
both located at a distance of 8H from the center of the plate. The cross-section of the plate is a flat rectangle with round
corners at the four edges, and the thickness of the plate is 0.02H. In order to investigate the curvature effects, circular arcs
with the two radii, r/H¼0.01 and 0.005, are applied, see Fig. 2.
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At the inlet boundary, a uniform flow, u ¼U1, v ¼w ¼ 0, is prescribed; and the pressure, p, is set as zero normal gradient.
Along the outlet boundary, the velocity ui is specified as zero normal gradient boundary conditions; the pressure is set to
zero. On the surface of the plate, no-slip boundary condition is prescribed, i.e. u ¼ v ¼w ¼ 0; the pressure, p, is set as zero
normal gradient. The top and bottom boundaries are treated as symmetry boundaries. The periodic boundary conditions are
used for the two planes in the spanwise direction.

The computational domain is divided into 10 blocks in order to control the grid distributions. In the near plate surface
regions, a very fine grid resolution is employed. The distance of the first node away from the plate surface is 4� 10�5H,
ensuring that the averaged dimensionless first layer height nþ

1 is less than 1. Fig. 3 shows an example of the mesh (for cases
5 and 6 in Table 1) in the XY-plane. In the spanwise direction, a uniform grid distribution is employed.

The computations are carried out on an IBM p575þ distributed shared-memory system in a Notur project. The parallel
computing technique is adopted and the computational domain is divided into 128 or 256 subdomains (depending on the
number of the mesh elements). The field mapping technique is used to map the fully developed flow field from a coarse
mesh to a fine mesh, for the purpose of saving computational resources. Then, the new mapped case runs for at least a non-
dimensional time of 70H=U1 (approximately ten shedding cycles) to make sure the flow is fully redeveloped on the fine
mesh. Finally, the case runs for 200H=U1, from which all the results presented in this paper are obtained.

The averaging methods based on the time-dependent resolved velocity, ui and pressure, p are defined as follows: the
symbols 〈〉t , 〈〉s and 〈〉 represent the average in time, in the spanwise direction, and in both time and the spanwise direction,
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Table 1
Results for the cases with various settings.

Case r/H ΔZ=H Grids in XY-plane Grids in Z direction ΔtU1=H 〈CD〉t St

1 0.01 6 53 400 48 0.0006 2.173 0.150
2 0.01 4 53 400 32 0.0006 2.196 0.155
3 0.01 4 75 264 64 0.0006 2.169 0.155
4 0.01 4 102 760 64 0.0006 2.178 0.155
5 0.01 4 102 760 96 0.0006 2.202 0.155
6 0.01 4 102 760 96 0.0010 2.227 0.155
7 0.005 4 102 760 96 0.0006 2.301 0.155
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respectively. Then, their fluctuations are obtained as u″i ¼ ui�〈ui〉t , p″¼ p� 〈p〉t , respectively (Garnier et al., 2002; Xu et al.,
2010).

3.2. Convergence studies

Convergence studies based on the effects of the spanwise length ðΔZÞ and the spatial and time resolutions have been
carried out. The results for all the cases carried out in this study with various settings are listed in Table 1. Δt is the time
step. The time-averaged drag coefficient ð〈CD〉tÞ and the Strouhal number (St) are considered in the convergence studies.
The drag coefficient (CD) is defined as follows:

CD ¼ FX
1
2ρU

2
1A

; ð6Þ

where FX is the force acting on the plate in the streamwise direction; A¼H � ΔZ, A is the reference area; FX is calculated
directly by integrating the pressure and shear stress along the plate surfaces. St is calculated based on the peak frequency
obtained from the spectrum of the lift coefficient (as will be shown in Figs. 7(c) and 8(c)).
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First of all, the spanwise length, ΔZ, is determined by comparing the results of two simulations with different spanwise
lengths using the same spatial and time resolutions, i.e. cases 1 and 2 in Table 1. The results of 〈CD〉t and St for these two
cases are not significantly different; the relative changes are 1.0% in 〈CD〉t and 3.2% in St, respectively. The distributions of the
time and spanwise averaged streamwise velocity component along the wake centerline (Y¼0) for cases 1 and 2 are shown
in Fig. 4 together with the results for cases 3–6. The velocity profiles for the cases 1 and 2 agree well with each other. Najjar
and Balachandar (1998) demonstrated that the spanwise wavelength for a flat plate at Re¼ 250 is around 1.2H. Therefore,
the present spanwise extension of 4H is sufficient to accommodate from three to four pairs of vortical rib structures, the
computational results have also confirmed this, see Fig. 18(a). Therefore, the spanwise length of 4H is adopted for cases 2–7,
and it is believed to give accurate statistical results for the plate in this study.

Cases 2–6 shown in Table 1 are carried out for the grid and time step convergence studies for the plate with r/H¼0.01.
The numbers of elements in each XY-plane and in the spanwise (Z) direction increase gradually from cases 2–5, while the
non-dimensional time step ðΔtU1=HÞ is fixed at 0.0006. A small variation is observed in the values of 〈CD〉t for cases 2–5, and
the relative change between the values of 〈CD〉t for cases 4 and 5 is 1.1%. Case 6 has the same grid resolution as case 5 but
with a larger time step, i.e. ΔtU1=H¼ 0:001. The results for 〈CD〉t for cases 5 and 6 are also very close and the relative change
between them is less than 1.1%. Moreover, the results for St for cases 2–6 are quite stable and equal to the same value (up to
the third decimal), i.e. St¼0.155. On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows that the profiles of the mean streamwise velocity
component, 〈u〉, along the wake centerline (Y¼0) for cases 2–6 agree well with each other. Based on these considerations,
it is concluded that case 5 (r/H¼0.01) with a grid resolution of 102 760 elements in the XY-plane and 96 elements in the
spanwise direction, as well as a non-dimensional time step of 0.0006 gives satisfying spatial and time resolutions. Then the
same grid and time step resolutions obtained from case 5 are used for case 7 (r/H¼0.005). Thus the hydrodynamic results
discussed in the following sections are based on cases 5 (r/H¼0.01) and 7 (r/H¼0.005), respectively.
3.3. Validation studies

In order to validate the performance of the present numerical simulations, the results of the converged cases 5 and 7 (see
Table 1) are compared with the published experimental data (Fage and Johansen, 1927; Leder, 1991; Kiya and Matsumura,
Fig. 4. Distributions of the time and spanwise averaged streamwise velocity along the wake centerline (Y¼0).

Table 2
Comparison of the present results with published experimental and numerical data.

Case/method 〈CD〉t St 〈Lw〉=H Re

Present case 5 (r/H¼0.01)/LES 2.202 0.155 2.278 1.5�105

Present case 7 (r/H¼0.005)/LES 2.301 0.155 2.125 1.5�105

Fage and Johansen (1927)/Exp. 2.13 0.146 – 1.5�105

Leder (1991)/Exp. – 0.14 2.5 2.8�104

Kiya and Matsumura (1988)/Exp. – 0.146 – 2.3�104

Lisoski (1993)/Exp. E2 – – 5000
Najjar and Vanka (1995a)/DNS 2.26 E 0.143 2.55 1000
Narasimhamurthy and Andersson (2009)/DNS 2.31 0.168 1.96 750
Najjar and Balachandar (1998)/DNS 2.36 0.1613 2.35 250
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1988; Lisoski, 1993) and the previous low Reynolds number DNS results (Najjar and Vanka, 1995a; Narasimhamurthy and
Andersson, 2009; Najjar and Balachandar, 1998), see Table 2.

In Table 2, the results of 〈CD〉t , St and the mean recirculation length 〈Lw〉 obtained from the present simulations are
compared with the values provided in the publications. Here the mean recirculation length 〈Lw〉 is defined as the streamwise
distance from the axis of the plate (Z-axis) to the position where the mean (i.e. time and spanwise averaged) streamwise
velocity changes its sign from negative to positive (see Fig. 4). The present predicted 〈CD〉t is in reasonably good agreement
with both the published experimental (Fage and Johansen, 1927; Lisoski, 1993) and the numerical (Najjar and Vanka, 1995a;
Narasimhamurthy and Andersson, 2009; Najjar and Balachandar, 1998) results. The 〈CD〉t varies from 2 to 2.36 in a wide Re
range, from 250 to 1:5� 105. It appears that the 〈CD〉t is not as sensitive to Re compared with the flow around a circular
cylinder. This is due to the fact that the flow separation point is fixed at the plate corners, while it varies along the surface of
a circular cylinder. The present predicted St agrees well with the experimental data reported by Fage and Johansen (1927).
The published experimental and numerical results at lower Reynolds number ð250rRer2:8� 104Þ show that St ranges
from 0.14 to 0.168. It is noted that St is not sensitive to the variation of Re. Moreover, the present predicted St is within the
range. The 〈Lw〉 obtained from the experiment (Leder, 1991) at Re¼ 2:8� 104 and calculated from the low Reynolds number
DNS cases (Najjar and Vanka, 1995a; Narasimhamurthy and Andersson, 2009; Najjar and Balachandar, 1998) for
250rRer1000 varies from 1.96H to 2.55H. The present computed 〈Lw〉 is within this range.
Fig. 5. Distribution of the mean pressure coefficient, 〈Cp〉, on the front and back sides of the plate.

Fig. 6. Spectra of the resolved cross-stream velocity fluctuations obtained at the mid-span point of X/H¼1, Y/H¼0.5: (a) for case 5 (r/H¼0.01) and (b) for
case 7 (r/H¼0.005).
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The distribution of the mean pressure coefficient, 〈Cp〉, on the front and back sides of the plate is plotted in Fig. 5.
The mean pressure coefficient is defined as 〈Cp〉¼ 2ð〈p〉� 〈p1〉Þ=ðρU2

1Þ, where the reference pressure p1 is taken as the
pressure at the center of the inlet boundary. As shown in Fig. 5, the distribution of 〈Cp〉 on the front side coincides with the
previous experimental and DNS results. It is noted that the pressure distribution on the front side is quite stable and is not
much influenced neither by the Reynolds number nor the method. As CD is mainly dominated by the pressure rather than
the shear stress on the plate surfaces (see the discussions in Section 4.2), the discrepancies in the values of 〈CD〉t in Table 2
are due to the differences of 〈Cp〉 on the back side of the plate, see Fig. 5. The constant pressure on the back side of the plate
Fig. 7. Results of CD and CL for case 5: (a) CD and CL time histories, (b) phase-space plot of the force components and (c) power spectra of CD and CL.
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is well captured by the present simulation. It is noted that the 〈Cp〉 obtained from case 5 agrees well with the DNS results of
Najjar and Vanka (1995a). However, all the predicted 〈Cp〉 on the back side of the plate in the present study and the previous
DNSs (Narasimhamurthy and Andersson, 2009; Najjar and Vanka, 1995a) are slightly lower than the experimental data by
Fage and Johansen (1927).

Furthermore, the spectra of the resolved cross-stream velocity fluctuations obtained at the mid-span point of X/H¼1,
Y/H¼0.5 for cases 5 and 7 are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. As shown, the resolved scales appear to reach an
Fig. 8. Results of CD and CL for case 7: (a) CD and CL time histories, (b) phase-space plot of the force components and (c) power spectra of CD and CL.
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inertial subrange, reasonably close to a �5/3 slope (see also Kravchenko and Moin, 2000; Kawai and Fujii, 2005; Xu et al.,
2010). It is concluded that the present simulations are able to capture the turbulence spectrum. The dimensionless peak
frequency ðf pH=U1Þ corresponds to the dimensionless primary vortex shedding frequency (St).
Fig. 9. Time histories of drag and lift coefficients as well as their pressure and friction components for case 5: (a) drag coefficients and (b) lift coefficients.

Fig. 10. Time histories of the drag coefficient, CD, and the instantaneous spanwise averaged recirculation length, 〈Lw〉s , for case 5.



Fig. 11. Phase-space plot of CD against 〈Lw〉s=H for case 5, as well as the fitted 2nd order polynomial line.

Fig. 12. Streamlines of the time and spanwise averaged flow field in the near wake: (a) for case 5 (r/H¼0.01) and (b) for case 7 (r/H¼0.005).
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Hydrodynamic forces and frequency analyses

The hydrodynamic characteristics, e.g. drag coefficient, lift coefficient and Strouhal number are important for many
engineering applications. Here the lift coefficient CL is defined as

CL ¼
FY

1
2ρU

2
1A

; ð7Þ

where FY is the force acting on the plate in the cross-stream direction (Y direction).
The results of 〈CD〉t and St for cases 5 and 7 are given in Table 2. It is shown that 〈CD〉t for case 7 (r/H¼0.005) is larger than

that for case 5 (r/H¼0.01), while the values of St for both cases are 0.155. The cross-sectional shape of the flat plate used in
Narasimhamurthy and Andersson (2009) is sharp cornered (r¼0) with the same thickness (0.02H) as adopted in cases 5 and 7.
By comparing the results of cases 5 and 7 with Narasimhamurthy and Andersson (2009) (see Fig. 5), 〈Cp〉 on the back side of the
plate is found to decrease as r decreases. Thus 〈CD〉t appears to increase as the plate corners become sharper.

The time histories of CD and CL for cases 5 and 7 are plotted in Figs. 7(a) and 8(a), respectively. The existence of a low-
frequency unsteadiness in the CD and CL is observed. Similar features are reported in the previous simulations for the flow
normal to a flat plate at low Reynolds numbers (Najjar and Balachandar, 1998, Re¼250; Najjar and Vanka, 1995a, Re¼1000).
Fig. 13. Streamlines of the time and spanwise averaged flow field near the plate tip: (a) for case 5 (r/H¼0.01) and (b) for case 7 (r/H¼0.005).
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For other separating-and-reattaching flow cases (e.g. Cherry et al., 1984; Kiya and Sasaki, 1983), the low-frequency
unsteadiness has also been observed. The regime H and regime L are marked by Najjar and Balachandar (1998) to represent
the high and low drag regimes, respectively, see Figs. 7(a) and 8(a). As shown, the flow patterns switch between the two
regimes alternately. However, it appears that the changing between these two regimes is more frequent in case 7 (Fig. 8(a))
than in case 5 (Fig. 7(a)). This is probably due to the plate corner effects, i.e. the plate corner curvature significantly alters the
low-frequency unsteadiness in the H and L flow regimes (see Figs. 7(c) and 8(c), as well as the detailed discussion later in
this section).

From Figs. 7(a) and 8(a) it is seen that the fluctuations of CL are closely related to the magnitude of CD: high drag and
large fluctuation of CL appear to coexist. This feature is clearly indicated in Figs. 7(b) and 8(b), showing a phase-space plot of
the two force components. The envelope of the fluctuations of CL appears to increase linearly with CD. Furthermore, the
fluctuations of CD and CL are enhanced in case 7 compared with case 5. This means that the blunter corners in case 7
enhance 〈CD〉t as well as the fluctuations of CD and CL.

The power spectra of CD and CL for cases 5 and 7 are plotted in Figs. 7(c) and 8(c), respectively. The peak frequency in the
spectrum of CL, denoted by the Strouhal number (St), represents the primary vortex (von Kármán vortex) shedding
frequency, corresponding to the calculated values for both cases 5 and 7 shown in Tables 1 and 2. The peaks of the spectrum
of CD in the low-frequency range confirm the low-frequency unsteadiness in CD observed in Figs. 7(a) and 8(a). As shown in
Fig. 7(c), two peaks in the low-frequency range of the CD spectrum for case 5 are observed at f 01 ¼ 0:015 and f ″1 ¼ 0:035,
respectively. The frequency f 01 is equal to one tenth of the primary vortex shedding frequency St; a similar feature has been
reported by Najjar and Balachandar (1998). In the CD spectrum for case 7 (see Fig. 8(c)), three nearly equivalent peaks are
observed at f 02 ¼ 0:01, f ″2 ¼ 0:025 and f ‴2 ¼ 0:04, instead of one primary and distinct peak at f 01 and one minor peak at f ″1 in
case 5. Thus, the plate corner curvature does not affect the primary vortex shedding frequency, i.e. St¼0.155, but
significantly affects the low-frequency unsteadiness characteristics.
Fig. 14. Time and spanwise averaged velocity profiles at fixed X/H positions for case 5: (a) mean streamwise velocity, 〈u〉=U1 and (b) mean cross-stream
velocity, 〈v〉=U1 .
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4.2. Pressure and friction forces

The pressure and the friction forces acting on the plate will be discussed in this section. The subscripts “p” and “f” are
used to represent the pressure and friction force components in the total forces, respectively, i.e. CD ¼ CDpþCDf and
CL ¼ CLpþCLf . For a flat plate normal to the incoming flow, the projected areas of the plate in the streamwise (X) and cross-
stream (Y) directions are quite different. Thus, CD is dominated by the pressure force component, see Fig. 9(a); the pressure
component (CDp) to the friction component (CDf) ratio is of the order O(105) in this case. It is shown that CD almost coincides
with CDp. Differently, for a circular cylinder at 104oReo107, the percentage of the friction forces relative to the total drag
forces ranges from 0.5% to 3% (Achenbach, 1968).

The time histories of the CL, CLp and CLf for case 5 are shown in Fig. 9(b). The root-mean-square (r.m.s.) values of CLp and
CLf are equal to 0.0075 and 0.0015, respectively. The pressure component contributes more to the total lift force than the
friction component; however, the contribution from the friction component is not negligible. From Fig. 9(b), it is also
observed that there are small phase differences between CL, CLp and CLf. Calculations show that, on the average, CLp is delayed
approximately 0.02T after CL, while CLf is approximately 0.09T ahead of CL, where T is the mean vortex shedding period.
It should be noted that similar features are observed in case 7 but are not shown here.

4.3. Relations between the instantaneous drag and instantaneous spanwise averaged recirculation length

The dimensions of the recirculation region, i.e. length and width, affect significantly the base pressure and the drag forces
acting on the body. The time histories of CD and the instantaneous spanwise averaged recirculation length ð〈Lw〉sÞ for case 5
are plotted in Fig. 10. The instantaneous spanwise averaged recirculation length ð〈Lw〉sÞ is defined as the distance from the
axis of the plate (Z-axis) to the position where the spanwise averaged streamwise velocity changes its sign from negative to
positive for the first time. It should be noted that the axis of 〈Lw〉s=H on the right-hand side of the graph in Fig. 10 is reversed.
It is observed that the drag coefficient is closely related to the recirculation length in spite of the high frequency fluctuations
in 〈Lw〉s=H; the drag coefficient increases as the recirculation length decreases and vice versa. The reason is that the
reduction in the recirculation length causes an increase in the strength of the vortex shedding, leading to a decrease in the
Fig. 15. Time and spanwise averaged Reynolds stress profiles at fixed X/H positions for case 5: (a) 〈u″u″〉=U2
1 , (b) 〈v″v″〉=U2

1 , (c) 〈w″w″〉=U2
1 and (d)

〈u″v″〉=U2
1 .
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base pressure and an increase in the drag force. Fig. 11 shows the phase-space plot of CD against 〈Lw〉s=H for case 5 as well as
the fitted second order polynomial line. It is observed that the recirculation length is inversely related to the drag force.
Najjar and Balachandar (1998) characterized the flow patterns with high (H) drag and low (L) drag regimes. The mean
recirculation lengths for H and L regimes were reported to be 1.70H and 3.13H (Najjar and Balachandar, 1998), respectively.
The relation between CD and 〈Lw〉s for case 7 is similar to that for case 5 but is not shown here. For the time-averaged drag
coefficient and the recirculation length for cases 5 and 7 in Table 2, it is observed that a high 〈CD〉t occurs for a short
recirculation length 〈Lw〉 and vice versa. For a circular cylinder case at Re¼ 1000, a similar feature is reported by Lei et al.
(2001) that the long mean recirculation length and the low mean drag force were found to occur simultaneously. Roshko
(1955) also found similar relations between the wake and the drag forces on the bluff bodies. However, Najjar and Vanka
(1995b) reported the overprediction of the drag force ð〈CD〉t ¼ 3:03Þ and corresponding large mean recirculation length
ð〈Lw〉¼ 14:6HÞ in their 2-D simulations. This may be because the spanwise flow is not considered in the 2-D simulations.

4.4. Reynolds-averaged statistics

The growth and decay of different properties of the fluctuating motion, especially in the near wake region where the
similarity laws are not valid, are important issues in turbulent wake flow studies (Narasimhamurthy and Andersson, 2009).
Therefore, the Reynolds-averaged statistical quantities in the wake region are presented and discussed in this section.

Fig. 12(a) and (b) shows the streamlines of the time and spanwise averaged flow field in the near wake for cases 5 and 7,
respectively. The symmetrical recirculation bubbles confirm that the present statistics are fully converged to a stationary
state. The streamwise extension of the bubbles behind the plate shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b) corresponds to the mean
recirculation length of 〈Lw〉¼ 2:278H and 2.125H for cases 5 and 7, respectively. The topological shapes of the bubbles in
cases 5 and 7 are similar in spite of the difference in their dimension. However, the mean flow field close to the plate tips is
Fig. 16. Time and spanwise averaged fluctuating kinetic energy distributions in the wake: (a) obtained at fixed X/H positions for case 5 and (b) obtained
along the wake centerline (Y¼0) for cases 5 and 7.
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influenced significantly by the radii of the plate corners. As shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b), the flow separates on the front
corners in both cases 5 and 7, while the secondary separation near the rear corner observed in case 7 (r/H¼0.005) is not
seen in case 5 (r/H¼0.01).

Fig. 14(a) shows the variation of the mean streamwise velocity 〈u〉 at eight different sections in the wake region for case 5.
The mean streamwise velocity profiles are symmetric and reach minimum values at the center of the wake (Y¼0).
The velocity profiles at X/H¼1 and X/H¼2 have negative values near the center of the wake, this is because these two
sections are within the mean recirculation region ð0oXo〈Lw〉Þ, where the flow along the centerline (Y¼0) is towards the
plate, see Fig. 12(a). The mean cross-stream velocity 〈v〉 profiles are shown in Fig. 14(b). The cross-stream velocity profiles
show an anti-symmetric behavior. It should be noted that the cross-stream velocity profile at X/H¼1 crosses the zero-level
five times; unlike the behavior at the other positions in which each velocity profile crosses the zero-level one or three times.
This is due to that X/H¼1 is located near the center of the mean recirculation region, see Fig. 12(a).

Additionally, the mean Reynolds stresses are investigated. Due to the homogeneous turbulence in the spanwise direction,
the two off-diagonal components of the Reynolds stress tensor, i.e. 〈u″w″〉=U2

1 and 〈v″w″〉=U2
1, are zero. The distributions

of the other four Reynolds stress components in the wake region, i.e. 〈u″u″〉=U2
1, 〈v″v″〉=U2

1, 〈w″w″〉=U2
1 and 〈u″v″〉=U2

1,
are plotted in Fig. 15(a)–(d), respectively. The Reynolds stress distributions obtained in this study agree well with the results
of Narasimhamurthy and Andersson (2009) at Re¼ 750. It is noteworthy that the width of the Reynolds stress distribution
increases as X/H increases, see Fig. 15(a)–(d). This is caused by the increase of the width of the vortex in the cross-stream
direction as the vortex moves downstream, see also the flow structures in Fig. 18(b).

The distribution of the mean velocity (i.e. 〈u〉 and 〈v〉) and the mean Reynolds stress (i.e. 〈u″u″〉, 〈v″v″〉, 〈w″w″〉 and 〈u″v″〉)
components, as well as the trend of their variation in space for case 7 are similar to those for case 5, but are not shown here.
Fig. 16(a) shows the time and spanwise averaged fluctuating kinetic energy, 〈k〉¼ ð〈u″u″〉þ 〈v″v″〉þ 〈w″w″〉Þ=2, in the wake at
eight positions along the cross-stream direction for case 5. As shown in Fig. 16(a), the kinetic energy 〈k〉 is reduced by a factor
of about 2 from X/H¼1 to 5. Narasimhamurthy and Andersson (2009) reported a quantitatively similar decay in their study.
The distribution of 〈k〉 as well as each time and spanwise averaged normal stress component along the wake centerline for
case 5, together with the results of 〈k〉 for case 7 and Narasimhamurthy and Andersson (2009) are shown in Fig. 16(b). It is
observed that in the far wake region the results of 〈k〉 for cases 5 and 7 agree well with each other but are slightly lower than
the results by Narasimhamurthy and Andersson (2009) for Re¼ 750, which could be caused by a Reynolds number effect.
The peak of 〈k〉 increases as r decreases, and the sharper edges result in higher kinetic energy in the near wake region.
Fig. 17. Time evolution of velocities along the line of X/H¼1, Y/H¼0 for case 5: (a) streamwise velocity, u=U1 , (b) cross-stream velocity, v=U1 and (c)
spanwise velocity, w=U1 .
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4.5. Flow structures

The time evolution of the three velocity components, i.e. u, v and w, for case 5 are shown in Fig. 17(a)–(c), respectively.
The data are obtained along a line in the spanwise direction near the center of the mean recirculation region: X/H¼1,
Y/H¼0. The aforementioned low-frequency unsteadiness (see Fig. 7(a) and (c)) is clearly identified in Fig. 17(a)–(c)),
especially in Fig. 17(b). The variation of the cross-stream velocity component ðvÞ is larger than the variations of the other two
velocity components. By comparing Fig. 17(b) with Fig. 7(a), it is observed that the large drag forces occur with a strong
cross-stream velocity fluctuation. It is also observed that the streamwise velocity component ðuÞ is more likely to stay
around zero in regime L (see Figs. 7(a) and 17(a) for e.g. tU1=H ¼ 90–120) and to be negative in regime H (see Figs. 7(a) and
17(a) for e.g. tU1=H¼ 60–80). However, the distribution of the spanwise velocity component, w, appears to be more
homogenous, see Fig. 17(c).

Due to the low-frequency unsteadiness, the flow patterns in regimes H and L are different, see Figs. 7(a) and 17(a)–(c).
The Q criterion proposed by Hunt et al. (1988) is used here to identify the coherent vortex structures in the wake for the H
and L regimes. The definition of Q is taken as

Q ¼ �1
2

‖S‖2�‖Ω‖2
� �

; ð8Þ

where S and Ω denote the strain and the rotation tensor, respectively. Fig. 18(a) shows an example of the instantaneous
iso-surfaces of Q¼1.0 at tU1=H¼ 130 in regime H for case 5 (see Fig. 7(a)). The flow is highly three-dimensional and the
Fig. 18. Instantaneous iso-surface of Q¼1.0 in regime H for case 5, at tU1=H¼ 130: (a) overall 3-D view, (b) spanwise (�Z) view and (c) cross-stream
(�Y) view.
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vortical rib pairs are clearly observed. The spanwise and cross-stream views of Fig. 18(a) are presented in Fig. 18(b) and (c),
respectively. The shear layers stem from the plate corners, then they go downstreamwith the main flow and eventually roll
up into vortices. The width of the vortex street increases as the flow moves downstream. Fig. 19 shows the flow structures at
tU1=H¼ 92 for the regime L for case 5 (see Fig. 7(a)). The flow in regime L is more irregular compared with that in regime H.
The shear layers in regime L extend further before rolling-up than those in regime H, see Figs. 18(b) and 19(b),
corresponding to the inverse relation between CD and 〈Lw〉s as discussed in Section 4.3. The vortical ribs in the near wake
in regime L are more disordered (Fig. 19(c)); and the pairing ribs in regime H (Fig. 18(c)) are not seen in regime L. Based on
the time-dependent variations of the drag coefficient CD, three more examples of the flow structures for the regimes H and L
are selected and shown in Figs. 20 and 21, respectively. As shown, the near wake flow in regime L is more disordered and
extends further before rolling up compared with the near wake flow in regime H. This again demonstrates that the different
flow structures in the two regimes cause the different drag force behavior on the plate.

5. Concluding remarks

Three-dimensional large-eddy simulations of the flow normal to a flat plate have been carried out. The Reynolds number
based on the plate height (H) is Re¼ 1:5� 105. The thickness ratio (thickness/height) of the plate is 0.02. Plate corners with
the curvatures of r¼0.01H and 0.005H were used to study the corner effects. The hydrodynamic characteristics, i.e. the drag,
lift and pressure coefficients as well as the Strouhal number have been calculated and their values agree reasonably with the
previous experimental and the DNS results. Various issues on the hydrodynamic characteristics and the turbulent wake
Fig. 19. Instantaneous iso-surface of Q¼1.0 in regime L for case 5, at tU1=H¼ 92: (a) overall 3-D view, (b) spanwise (�Z) view and (c) cross-stream
(�Y) view.
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flow, including the drag and lift coefficients, Strouhal number, recirculation length, pressure and friction components in the
total forces, Reynolds-averaged statistics and the turbulent structures, as well as the relations between these topics, were
discussed systematically in this paper. The main conclusions are
1.
 A low-frequency unsteadiness exists in the flow normal to a flat plate. In high drag regime (H), the values of drag
coefficient and the variations of the drag and lift coefficients are larger than those in low drag regime (L). Sharp corners
of the plate complicate the flow patterns; increase the shifting frequency between the two regimes; increase the mean
drag coefficient as well as the fluctuations of the drag and lift coefficients. However, the primary vortex shedding
frequency is not affected by the plate corners.
2.
 Compared with the friction component, the pressure component contributes more to the total lift force acting on the
plate. A phase difference is observed in the friction and pressure components of lift force.
Fig. 20. Examples of the instantaneous iso-surface of Q¼1.0 in regime H for case 5, at tU1=H¼ (a) 10, (b) 74 and (c) 185.
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3.
 The drag coefficient on the normal plate is closely related to the instantaneous spanwise averaged recirculation length of
the wake. Overall, the drag coefficient increases as the recirculation length decreases and vice versa.
4.
 A secondary flow separation is observed in the sharp corner case (r/H¼0.005) but not in the smooth corner case
(r/H¼0.01). The corner radius also affects the kinetic energy in the near wake region, and the peak of kinetic energy
increases as the corner radius decreases.
5.
 The shear layers stemmed from the plate corners extend further before rolling up in regime L than those in regime
H. This corresponds to the inverse relation between the instantaneous drag coefficient and instantaneous span-
wise averaged recirculation length. The vortical ribs in the near wake are more disordered in regime L than those in
regime H.
Fig. 21. Examples of the instantaneous iso-surface of Q¼1.0 in regime L for case 5, at tU1=H¼ (a) 35, (b) 110 and (c) 170.
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